
…as a process of line-making …as a process of line-making …as a process of line-making 



“Between the one that I am and the one for whom I 
answer gapes a bottomless difference, which is also the 

non-indifference of responsibility, significance of 
signification, irreducible to any system whatsoever.  

Non-indifference, which is the very proximity of one's 
fellow, by which is profiled a base of community 

between one and the other, unity of the human genre, 
owing to the fraternity of man” 

Emmanuel Levinas 



“distance is not an evil to be abolished, but the 
normal condition of any communication.  

Human animals are distant animals who communicate 
through a forest of signs” 

Jacques Ranciere 



Preface 
We are trapped in a paradigm that says “you must know what you do”. Knowledge is prioritised 
over sense, such that even the act of sensing is bound by the prior terms of the object it 

uncovers - with outstretched fingers we feel for the contours of the things with which we are 
already intimate, lest we are forced to admit our own ignorance. Yet ignorance is neither bliss 
nor sin. It is the force by which we recognise there exists something more, something beyond 

self, beyond what has already or may yet be subsumed. It points not towards that which we don't 
know, but rather towards that which we are yet to sense - either to experience or make 

sensible. Ignorance is the other side of knowledge, it's semblance. To be ‘want of knowledge’, 
is not only to desire knowledge, but also to lack it. Knowledge cannot be divorced from the act 
of sensing. To know is also to want to know, to lack knowledge, to be straining towards sense. 

…As a process of line-making is an exercise in way-fairing. It asks you to begin from a fixed 
position - at a specific location, or in a specific relation or state - and to move forth at 

will, using the text as a method of guiding you towards an unknown end. The score is defined by 
distance. It asks not for immediate comprehension, but rather a sensory exploration of the 

material at hand, a critical engagement with the potentiality of language. Although ostensibly 
a musical score, the movements and relations invoked can be applied to any context - mowing the 

lawn, fixing the sink, having an argument, going for a walk, and so on, etc. The reader is 
invited to decide for themselves what the culmination of words might mean, and how the implied 

gestures could be used or applied to being in general. 

The score does not attempt to divide experience, thought, sense, imagination and action into 
distinct categories. Any passage might invoke a specific physical gesture, a rumination upon a 
memory, a relation to ones environment, or any other tactile or cognitive response. By virtue 
of this, the score is not temporally bound. The work explicitly demands that it’s reader exists 
outside of time - actions might be performed prior to the event to which the score is geared, 
or after, and the preparation period required can be considered to be days, weeks, or even 

years. There is no implied linear navigation of the material, since any passage can be applied 
in any order. No one page leads logically into another, sentences can be tied together or rent 

apart at will. Nor should all passages be considered useful - the reader can ignore or 
circumvent any element of the text as they deem fit, choosing to undertake the piece in full, 

or in part, as the specific situation or telling demands.



Pure Drone 
Though reticent to invoke vague religious allusions, sentiments torn from a culture to which I 
harbour no tangible connection, the utility of drone, both musically and spiritually, is best 

described by the Hindu concepts of Shunyākāsha and OM.  Shunyākāsha, a term found in the Vedas, 
is the all-encompassing emptiness that exists prior to creation, a void or consciousness that 
translates as ‘no sky’. Crucially, it’s emptiness is not that of nothing, but rather that of 

latent potentiality - a space from which being can emerge. In contrast, OM, aside from being the 
manifestation of God in form, is the ‘first and original vibration', the form that divides the 

Shunyākāsha's unity and opens it up to potential. With no beginning and no end, OM is the first 
creative gesture from which all further activity arises, a state comprised of creation, 

preservation and liberation/destruction.  

Musically speaking, a drone is often comprised of the root note or overtone from which all other 
material is rent - a consistent (or perceived as consistent) held tone that provides the context 
for what comes next. It is the horizon upon which sounds are defined as sensible or strange, 

harmonic or discordant. Drone is also synonymous, in a wider sense, with autonomy - the unmanned 
vehicle or 'mindless' automaton engrossed in perpetual manual labour. The bee. The ant. the 

robot. The factory worker. 

…As a process of line-making assumes a drone as its starting point. Wether this is taken in a 
musical context or a spiritual one is unspecified. A drone could be the oneness of having all 
your tools laid out before you in order, or of a specific clarity of mind. It could be a held 
note or an attuning with your environment. A specific focus or the abandonment of self. At its 
most distilled, it is no more than the first delineation - the first vibration - of form. An act 

that suggests you tend to head, loosely, in one direction and not another. 

As a final note, the text herein should be considered in its widest possible sense. A 'voice' 
does not only refer to the human throat, but any instance of delineated material rendered in 

difference to its surroundings. Similarly, a 'Tap' can be both a gesture and a faucet, a 'back' 
both a reverse and a return. 



resin

[rez-in]  /ˈrɛzɪn/ (rěz'ĭn) 

noun

1. a group of solid or semisolid amorphous compounds that are obtained directly from plants. 
2. a male given name. 
3. a raw synthetic, usually organic, material that has a polymeric structure. 
4. a clear or translucent yellow/brown solid or semisolid viscous substances of plant origin. 
5. a material of whose viscosity or solidity can be influenced by the addition of external factors. 

verb  
1. (transitive) to treat, rub or coat with resin. 
2. to lack or lose due to an inherent or unavoidable staticity. 

stance

[stans] /stæns; stɑːns/ 

noun

1. the position or bearing of the body while standing. 
2. a mental, intellectual or emotional position adopted with respect to something. 
3. a place to wait. 
4. a place at the top of a pitch from which to stand and belay. 
5. presence, embodiment.  

origin

n. 

1530s, "standing place, station," probably from Middle French stance "resting place, harbor,"  
from Italian stanza "stopping place, station," from Vulgar Latin *stantia "place, abode," from Latin  
stans (genitive stantis), present participle of stare "to stand," from PIE root *sta- "to stand"  
(see stet ). Sense of "position of the feet" (in golf, etc.) is first recorded 1897; figurative sense  
of "point of view" is recorded from 1956.



Fixity gist 
(Or the semblanic shape) 

A tempi defined 
By one of several stations 

Pictures of Christ: 
The ballasts 

The organ loft 
Carved into the ground  

With chalk or ash 

Append a statement of intent 
A recognition of context and the 
Wider narrative that supplants it 

Take pains to justify 

(However arbitrarily) 
Where it begins and 

Where it ends 

Up 



Stand for a moment in every corner 
Touch every wall or edge 
Climb as high and as low  

As you can 
Measure the length of the ________ 

The density of furnishings 
From corner to corner or tip to tip 

Test register and range 
Resonance and return 

Perhaps by forcing notes at differing intervals 
From the lungs / atrium / chamber 

First with gravitas and 
Then later with grace



With chalk or  
Pencil 
Negative 
Resin 
Ash 

Make at least seven impressions and 
Spread them before you as you undertake the work 



Begin at any point and travel 
In a non-linear fashion 

Employing either long-held ______ 
Inflected with minor undulation 

Or many inconsistent jumps between disparate states 

Suggest a largely ascendant arc or  
Exponential progression 

Perhaps gaining or shedding definition  
As it moves forth 

     
Return to any point at will 



1. Drag of carry a large wooden box. 
2. A distance of no less than _____ mile. 
3. Accept creak, adjust contours with hands. 
4. Crack knuckles, stretch out or hunker down. 
5. Pedal but don’t go. Play flesh as much as wood. 

6. arc up but tire and double back. 
7. One gesture threatening another. 
8. Rest to accommodate notable intrusions. 
9. Demonstrate patience. Procrastinate. Swallow. 

10. Melody, or its ghost. 
11. A child in church or library eureka. 

12. As yet unspoken, or gasping. 
13. The same action, repeated again. 
14. A welcome reprieve. 
15. A dense dark wood. A hollow.



Either a sounding akin or a presence reminiscent  
Of a minor revolution in which our hero lost half his face 

Immediately sanctified 
Openly mocked 

Later placed upon t-shirts 
With no irony whatsoever 
And to which we return 

In a funny way 
At dinner times  
At the monastery 

At the foot of the head of the bed 
At night when we take down the flags 
At the back of the front of the guard 

Where stragglers and cowards 
Dress up just like the men 



Rather: 

Barricades between the living room 

And the bathroom 


Stickers blue tacked onto doors 

A multiplicity of loose ends 


A heavy _______


A way of demonstrating 

Astray


The distance between us and them  

Minor disagreements concerning the 


Capacity of ____________ 


Actual or artistic renditions of   

Externality

Carriage


Space

Etc. 


A _____________ we can neither repair nor shake



And no one else wanted to playAnd no one else wanted to play



A space between the stations 

A series 

Suspended from a wire

Drift or pull away


In soli

Lead out agog 


Relati
ve pla

y



There are  
Many examples in machinery where  
Bodies are rotating about an axis, as,  
For instance,  
Gear wheels, pulleys, flywheels, puffins 
For 
And propellers 
Tories example 
Either at a constant or a variable  

Velocity 

Repetition as a cyclical movement towards a goal 
Defined by the reality of its own journey 

A becoming 



Reduction is about

Understanding

Vulnerabilities the

Number

Entrances must be

Limited

Once during the working

Day

Consider also,

The location of cloak

Rooms

Car parks

Toilets



16. Failure with foot, future with thumb. 
17. Play the wrong instrument entirely. 
18. A very slightly drunken walk. 
19. Short and irregular interventions. 

20. Fall into a trance. 

21. Construct confidence over time. 
22. Rubato. 
23. Seventy horror. 
24. Reserved for the young. 

25. A different beat for every limb. 
26. Puff out your chest and holler. 

27. Explore convolution. 
28. Gather dissonance. 
29. A Sudden swell that lasts too long. 
30. Shed modesty, lose or gain nuance.



Suddenly struck 
Essentially meaningless  
Welled up from bellow 

If not beneath 
If not 

With cartoon footsteps then with pianos 
Falling from ceilings  

Heartbeats in hallways at night 

Some sort of melody or trite arrangement that still  
Resonates, however crassly 

However sick we have ___ of its parts still 
Or increasingly still serves 

As an indicator 

An echo of those things we now deem beneath us 



Excess, corruption, apathy 
  
Strum in the fist 
Absence 

(in that order) 

A proclamation of intent or 
The flaunt of a _____ in heat 
A desperation that only ________ over time 
Struck in the fallow 
Strum in the fist 

Strum in the fist 

Strum in the fist 
Strum int he fist 
Sturm thine fiest 

Find something to hit and keep hitting it



Opposites hum - 
From side to side so as to exemplify proxemics 
Repeated so as to relinquish both interest and time 
Only failing as is necessitated by natural decay 
Until eventually, action becomes an antiquity 
Something merely 
Carved upon stones and skulls 
Etched into old wood 
The backs of paintings 
A mark or forgotten arrangement 
To be dug up and subsequently recast 
In resin  
In chalk 
In emulation 
Incumbent   

What began in one colour has ________ to another 



Take up a position  
by which to clearly invoke 

A specific indifference towards a general notion 
Perhaps 

Hold up a resin cast 
To indifference  

Or instruct another 
To hold up a resin cast 

And wait 

As if the emptiness was full 
As if the silence was noise 

Or, more likely 

As if the distant, prone and frantic call 
Of a minor relative  

Under whose charge your being is mutually invested 

Is an act undertaken so as to state  
In the clearest possible terms 

That _________ are nothing more than children of the womb 
Still lonely after all these years  



Those people 
Moving round the house 
Somehow invited 
In a moment of weakness 
To stay 

Each one a tiny earthquake 
Upsetting the                  peace 
Beating other rhythms  
Into your things 
Forcing you to move further in 
To the bit at the back 
To curl over and then 
Erratically or violently out 
Once twice so on again 

As if this were all  
One ______ and endless dance 



31. A growth in the pockets of our retreating form. 
32. A heart slowed with concentration alone. 
33. A fallow field. 
34. Repeat until the inevitable. 
35. Carry or drag us home. 

36. (Missionary). 



I THINK THAT  
PERHAPS THERE IS  
AT LEAST A CHANCE  

YOU ARE TAKING YOURSELF  
A LITTLE TOO SERIOUSLY



Notes from the holiday we took as a child: 

The horizon from which all further action unfolds 
A dense cloud of several overlapping qualities 
Each ripe with certainty and significance 
Each equally chaste: 

A castle 
A cicada 
A scrub 

An old bastion 
Hated by ________ 
Propping up ________ 
Weakly declaring: 

"Hub-bub" 



The curvature of the ceiling 
The number of steps from the street to the door 

  
Both a prior and a present



The start, or if not the start, a feeling, on retrospect,  
that it should have been. 

The start, or if not the start, a feeling, on retrospect,  
that it should have been. 



Breath. Wait. Tap. Wait. Go. An 
instructional. A hymn. A rabbit or a dog, 
suffixing something more. An arrogance. 

Attempt a journey, undertaken with caution 
Either to or from static. Either small 

Movements away or small movements towards a 
Perceived central point each step more 
>fearful< >stringent< >weary< >hostile 

Than the last.                                       A centrum, Point. a-centrum 
prior to the indicative and increasingly 

restless academic currency 
>delegates fees< >plenary riots< >strum<  

Not exactly lacking tangent but acknowledge 
Intersection but sedimented over time but 
unnecessary unnecessary repetition is 
generally considered pretentious.

A centrum point. A centrum point. A centrum point. A centrum point. A centrum point. 



From the rafter to the round: 


An interruption, repeated many times  

Defined (length, volume, etc.) by the nature of its return 

From the plank to the beam: 


A legitimate facet of experience (as legitimate as boredom)  
The very thing that encourages you to extend your gaze beyond 
The object observed and out into the world  
To boredly measure distance 
To absent-mindedly postulate that perhaps 
There is something to be learnt from the manner in which 
A ______ meets a ________ as if 
Every relationship that occurs in nature mirrors a  
Relationship that happens first in this very room 

Which is to say: 


Do nothing.  
Wait for it to resolve, and then do nothing again. 



Six local 
Six tonal 
Six desti 
Six metho 
Six objec 
Six retur 



There have been (xx) seconds since out last theft*



And lifted child from crib 
And wrestled sense from sense 
And fired into space 

Drawn in yards upon the sea defence 

Ritual & occult 
The other over there 

Wrapped in last years rags 
Labelled in pretence 
Half-past middle-class 
Sent to live in France 

(though admittedly uncomfortable  
with the lesion of grammar he came back with) 



As if suddenly aware that we  
Had driven up a hill 

Terrible at perspective 
Can't draw for shit 

Panic or attempt to climb down without notice 

The fruits of our 
Labours are 

(No more than / obtusely / in perceived pretence): 
A vague and inconsistent pulse that mirrors our own 

A palpitation manifest 
In notable opposition to the steady hand by which we 

Carve or fit or turn or strum 
That which we seek to master 



A private note for the lady at the back: 

For the duration of the performance 
It would be better if 
You didn’t move around too much 

Or cough 

Or interact with your neighbours in any way 
Save perhaps 

A small nod of approval a  
Reverence of parts a 
Note for later on 

(If and when appropriate) 



Perhaps standing on a chair: 

"There is no more firmament" 



A hum a hem ahem 

An 
Unreasonable/weighted  
311/2 
Gesture that serves 
As no more than a pre-cursor to a later stage 

(Tempted to suggest playing every ______ at once or 
Starting up an argument with something otherwise riposte) 

A minor drama for which they  
Stop clocks or starve fiction 
  
Such as it is 



Intension: 


Fragile mark(s) lined up in series 
A trodden line 
Somehow suspended 
Several centimetres above the ground 
Swaying at odds with its environment 
Obfuscated by the very thing that provides  
The sense of difference 
By which it is one ______ and not another 
  
Something resembling  
What one hears when one 
Puts an empty shell  
Close to the ear or 
Simply lies down in the road 

Play dead for a while: 




I think perhaps you are not taking yourself Seriously enough 
In such cases it is sometimes more  

Convenient to discuss the rate at which the body revolves  
About its axis of rotation  

Rather than the actual linear distance 
Travelled by a particular point 

(Perhaps slip on a rabbit mask or ask 
Someone to slip on a rabbit mask 

Someone to hold something 
A small resin bust or cast 

Things you found on the way here) 

Build a shrine or arrange a 
Small number of things 

You found on the way here into a specific arrangement 
And proceed to display in a public setting 

For several nights 

Repeat so as to emphasis the manner in which 
Static objects change over time

A rabbit mask 



Find something good to hit 
Return to the beginning or 

Sq - utt - tell - burr - gz 
Carn - ett - orl - forn - kz 
Reduce language to its most elemental parts and 
Relish the complexity 
The academic rigour 

What it says about  

A slip between forms that fails  
To maintain either sides integrity 

A way of ___________ 

Up 



Forgo the tired and redundant gestures  
Perpetually geared towards a  

Specific brilliance 
And attempt instead to deploy that same energy into the 
Far more achievable act of  
Simply being nice to other people for a while 

Tap with a clear  
Distinct value or note a 

Semi-perfect stab 
Upon the table 
Into the flesh 
Along the bow  

Cleaner than a whistle or 
Cleaner than a _______ or 
Shed over time of all 
Character 
All charita 

Use carata 

(Unnecessary repetition is  
Generally considered pretentious) 



A second colour, worn in haste or  
Buried at sea 
More submerged than not but perhaps breaking up 
Coming to 
Forming a pattern  
Even as it follows the first 
Step by step by step 



A walk along the edges of a map 

Draw a circle 14 centimetres wide 
Upon a map 

Disregard the map and 
Attempt to walk the circle 
Moving at a continuous pace 
Follow your ears, turning 
Rather than stopping when 

Facing opposition 
Pay particular attention to ________ & dynamic 

Changes 
The confluence of rhythmic of structures 

Repeat 
Several months later 

Attempting to follow the same route 
From memory 

Follow your eyes, pay 
Particular attention to obfuscation 

Architectural flourish, the unintentional 
Occurrence of complex patterns

A walk along the edges of a map 

Draw a circle 14 centimetres wide 
Upon a map 

Disregard the map and 
Attempt to walk the circle 
Moving at a continuous pace 
Follow your ears, turning 
Rather than stopping when 

Facing opposition 
Pay particular attention to ________ & dynamic 

Changes 
The confluence of rhythmic of structures 

Repeat 
Several months later 

Attempting to follow the same route 
From memory 

Follow your eyes, pay 
Particular attention to obfuscation 

Architectural flourish, the unintentional 
Occurrence of complex patterns



Stop what                   

        You are 


Doing 

So as 


to ask 

Them to 


Stop what 

They are 


Doing and 

Then when 

They have


Stopped 

Doing what they were 


Doing 

Return 


To what 

You were 


Doing 






Four point six 




Take an item 
Of significant value 

And bury it 

Several miles from home 



Strike, if appropriate 

A bowl hidden at the back 
Of the room 

A name from a list 
A match or a meadow 

The side of a street 

If not appropriate 
Instead 

Pause to mourn its loss 

Strike, if appropriate 

A bowl hidden at the back 
Of the room 

A name from a list 
A match or a meadow 
The side of a street 

If not appropriate 
Instead 

Pause to mourn its loss 



Set up a panic you can live in 
For a while 

Stride  
Brazen 
Without expression 
Canvassing first left  
Then right 

Two opposing sounds 
Conducted either with temperament or haste 
Expressing difference but joined at the hip 
With finger outstretched or hand upon 
Rabbit mask 

A resin stance




A resin stance




Eleven




Thirty something 




Thre
e Or 
Four 
Elem
eNts 
Held 
Clos
e 
Toge
tHer So 

That 
Thei
r 
Spec
iFic 
ener
gEes 
Over
lAp 

And 
Caus
e A 
new 
Elem
eNt 
to 
Be 
Born 

Of 
Prox
iMit
y 



Perhaps rotate your thumb 
Or other minor extremity 

With an even pace 
A variable speed 

In such a fashion as to 
Suggest a learn-ed wit 

A knowing lilt 

Bring it to life or 
Comfort it 

The sating of a cat 
Or other 

Creature of tooth and claw 



Acknowledge that there is no direct link between 
Gesture and intent or 

Environment and action 
Save for the encompassing nature of event 

Success and failure are merely terms applied to 
Transient forms 

At moments of fetishised clarity 
All _______  

Mistaken for stable objects 

Taken out of time 

(A ________ to which you harbour no direct access) 



Sent a spy as she 

A 'fake' reporter to spy

Went about her day sent 
A reporter report back 

To the company sending 

On a group trying to 
Organise warehouses 

Instructed to tell 

Emergency workers that 

His hip was not 

Indoor temperatures 

Soared had ambulances 
Parked outside 

Attributing 

Injuries to pre-existing  

Conditions or treating 

Wounds 

When possible with 

Bandages stitches could 

Trigger 
Officials advised doctors 
Paramedics bring people 
Out on wheelchairs and 

Stretchers 
Guards patrolling hostels 

Budget 

Accommodations mostly  

Foreign workforce 



Making several good stabs at 
The pretence 

That there exists a level of nuanced  
Comprehension regarding 

Dead French-men 
That we can achieve by 

Drunkenly mispronouncing 
Their names 

                  
Baseball shirts reading 

"Le partage du sensible" 
But 



THIS PAGE HAS INTENTIONALLY BEEN LEFT BLANK 



A concern, not with ‘things to do’ but rather with 
Movements towards ‘things to do’ 

Ajar



The principle of walking 

Undercurrents, a fleck and crackle 

A birthing of one of the four  
                        elements 

That subsist definition 
That linger 

That 
Have been or will be arranged 

The pretty parts 
Held in higher  
Slightly higher 

Regard 

Either opened or left Ajar so as to suggest content 



To be spoke or sung either out loud or to  
Your self: 



Instructions for an exhibition: 


Seven walks  
From the marina to the pier 
Over seven nights 
Collecting objects as you go 
Host an exhibition for 
Seven nights  
Beneath the pier 

The objects you collected 
Photographs in the dark of nothing at night 

Write a song  
Or borrow one 
For those who come to hear 



Learning how to speak to important people 
Learning how to tell which ones are 

The important people 
Or making several stabs at ________ 

An art-form 
A game 
A career 

A persistence beyond the limits of comfort 

Not immersed but deprived 

A ‘hub-bub’ 
The system of which you are a part 

(Once round all sides): 

Maybe the empire had ended after all 

Repeated over 
With palpable loss 

A shaking paw 

Maybe the... 



Strum 

Fold 

Three 

Strum 

Five 

Resin 

Repeat 

Change 



After all these ______

Leave for them  

That cherished work 
From years ago 

Still lodged into the _____ 

After all these ______

Leave for them a box 

A piece of chalk 
Ask them to change the tense 
So that it might _______ 

After all these _______




Sense without significance or 

Significant precisely for its senselessness 


A horizon, constructed in part 

Circled in chalk / an antiquity 

As if the blackboards of our youth never meant that much anyway 
The blackboards all have computers in them now they are smarter  

Digitality as the 

De facto form 

Automation

Translation

The new elephant 

The pinnacle or our 

Fattest kid

Highest ever 


Excited by novelty

But human after all 




The allure of modern railways 

For no reason whatsoever 
Touch someone 
Beg 
Sing 
Walk out 

Recall a 
Deeply inappropriate _________  
And bellow 

(And with the opening of a new chapter:)  
With obvious flourish 
With temperament 
Start again: 





Hit something 



In earnest 
As if watched 
Delicate as if _________ 

A wail (distinctly mammalian) 
A pin (more pragmatic than prick) 
A wall 

Resin


Repeat 

An occasion wherein the actual movements made matter less than 
The act of their making wherein the ____ matters more than the  
_____ wherein that which is fixed to your brow carries greater 
Weight than any _______ actually undertaken by the body proper 



Move forward in any direction doubling back when obstructed  
Apparently aimless but ultimately attempting to touch every 
Wall with your foot so as to gain intimacy with the boundary 

Such as it is such as it has has been set by some other several 
Years prior to your own arrival and which now offers not only 
Acute physical delineation but also a tangible intersect with 
The colour of every moment passed from that day to this one  

Stabance  
                          Stabance 
       Stabance 
                                                              Stabance 
                                 Stabance 
                        Stabance 
                                                        Stabance 



Start from the middle 
1. Always follow the queen 
2. Never dally 

Ang
er!

 

Fut
ili

ty!
 

Fai
lur

e! 

Rev
eng

e! 

Ang
er!

 

Fut
ili

ty!
 

Dan
ger

! 

Rev
eng

e! 



A not-quite cadence 
Not-quitte pas mal 

Acknowledge inconsistency 
Tails of any length 

From erraticism to 



Seventy or so or 

Any number that 
Signifies age 
Sixty or eighty-five 
Ninety seven 

Tightly bound so as to fall as ______        
Pull or fleck or drop 
Repeated as many times as necessary  
To constitute a pattern  



L I S T E N / P E R F O R M 

2 birds 

4 teenagers 


A girl & her sign

Some builders 


A rug for noise abatement 

A businessman (late/rude)


Paper slips 

Shop muzak


Fasten a large wooden board to a long wooden pole write “LISTEN” upon it go for a walk : 



Density 

Wit 

Decay 

Travel 

Chalk 

Ash 

A beating pattern beneath the skin 



As many movements as grace allows 
Whilst still remaining silent 

Or falling to silence 
As it proceeds 

Gaining or shedding 
Grace as it progresses 

Draw in 
Recluse, tatter 

Everything channeled through one weak  
Limb 

Every thump 
Every curse 
Every word 

An utterance, however just 
That fails over time 

Semi-Crusoe 



let them eat cake


(Literally or metaphorically  
Allow them to consume pudding) 



Walk past a life-sized
Cardboard image of a

Cheery blonde woman

In an orange vest
The heat was so intense

That her fingers

She was wheeled to an

Air-conditioned room
And asked to sign

Paperwork

Received a letter 

Fields
Trying to cross the

Claiming that football

Warehouse, each the
Size of six or seven



Strum first move 
Third by accident 
fifth by ________  

Failure 
Recompense 

 A celebration of/or shake 



A pattern itself defined  
By the terms of its own  
Definition 
Internal and incomprehensible evolution 
Course or blind 
To any system but it's own 

Nudged along, perhaps, 
By yesterday’s _________ made present 
Once more 
Tentative marks 
In chalk or ash 
Incumbent 

A downpour that begins  
Without our even noticing 



There are certain people here 
Judged by the artist 

To be of more importance than others 
And whose attendance 

Or lack thereof 
Troubles him whilst he sleeps 

Whatever you do 
Do not play for them 



Weeks 

Days 


Months 

Years 


Each has lead to this: 



(Strike anywhere)




Apatter 

Apattern

Apleanary

Aplay




From the bridge or 
Lacking bridge, from the heart: 

The romance of shared space

17th century wig 


Tea-dance

Airplanes 

Aphorism 


Quirk


Inconsistence

Inconstance


Aplay

Nothing like it was in advance 

(A small change, impinged as if from above 
So as to obfuscate our previous intent) 



And with three of four lines being drawn at 
Once 
Three or four tongues 

A child's song 
Bound by certain commitments 
To mutuality and sense 

An awareness of 
The precise material and fixings used 
The age and height and point 
The colour of the glass 

Temporality as  
A means of staying still 

A horizon in 
Static 



An empty gift or gesture enacted in haste 
Some metallic trinket struck 

Once in a low tone,  
Attesting high corner 

And then  
Passed on to some Other: 



An old hero rolled out 
From the frames of films 
Back when they made films like the used to 
A catchphrase from another time 
Childishly reclaimed 

Something akin to a memory you never had 



(GOLD) 



Celebrate distance 
Such as it is 

An oscillation at different intervals 
Between different objects 
Ordered so as to recollect 

A singular event 



The virtuosic is to 
Comprehend the various 

Tenets 

By which you define 
And find another 
Objet to stand 

One for each as an act of 
Poetry 

Resonance 

Arranged before us so that we should know 
We have a resident _________ 

Unlikely to make a living 
Should probably make plans  



Attempt not to over-think it 

Allow unmetered sensuality 

A shamanic verse in fire or chalk 

Suffer affront at sudden changes in tone or 

Tense, such as: 



Read to the children 
On their cigarette breaks 
A book about doing nothing 
Outside the office blocks 
In the ampi 
Where we bury them 
On their cigarette breaks 



Alert key-holders or 

Summon 

Superfluous entrances 
Tens or even hundreds 

Of miles away 
Following items along 

The chain by means of 

Electronic 

And fitting exits 

Partitions with lockable 

Detecting intruders by 

The sounds they make 



Distributed at an irregular and  
Inconsistent or consistent interval 



Cleanliness, artificiality 
Mechanisation  

Density 

No longer abstract terms 
But the reality of governance 

A rag tied to a mast in a ship in a storm 



By point four 


Seem
s m

athm
atica
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The reality of distance is not space but 
Space between 

Carriage 
Expression 

Indifference 

Run at them with a stick or 
Carve them slowly into resin 

Holler up or sigh 

Resonance is the reality of space 





An oscillation that serves 
No more purpose 

Than to provide a necessary opposition 
To the unity of that which it opposes 

A resistance whose terms  
Are immaterial 

Fetishised simply because it dares resist 
Propping up its enemy 

Offering not revolution but balance 

Stability for fuckers     

   



Perhaps it was this sharpening of his faculty,  
Born of the need of his search, 
Directed towards a single goal, 
That blinded him to all other dangers. 

At least that’s how it would seem afterwards,  
When he became aware of how deeply he  
Had flung those around him into misfortune. 

THIS PAGE HAS BEEN LEFT INTENTIONALLY BLANK 
THIS PAGE HAS BEEN INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK 
THIS PAGE HAS INTENTIONALLY BEEN LEFT BLANK 
THIS PAGE HAS INTENTIONS TO HAVE BEEN BLANK 
THIS PAGE HAS INTENTIONAL A MEMORY OF BLANK 
THIS PAGE IMAGINES IT HAD REMAINED BLANK 
THIS PAGE FONDLY RECALLS ITS BLANK 
THIS PAGE IS IN ON THE JOKE 



A becoming 
A return to a forgotten state 

Something approaching the tropes 
Of our embarrassed youth, our secret faith 

In childishness 
Harmony, or the patter of difference 

Like a dance 
Sounded out in an allusion to _________ that repeats without 

Guilt or shame or and once Thus rendered 
Is abandoned 

Hounded



Struck at by high bell handed 
To one of the more engaged residents 
Of visible good humour 
Or boredom 
Indicated without clarity a motion to be 
Undertaken 
And perhaps a frequency  
A rationale 
Attesting 

(Last time no one joined in so this time I left ______  at home)



Measured 
Cut from the frame 
Geographically staggered 
Allowed to unfold 
At some sort of pace 

A waning of spirit or deterioration of ________ such 
as is found in weather  
More than 
People 
Gestures that notably fumble, demonstrable 
But unperformed 



In complete defiance of  
The avant-garde 

Tradition 
A distinctly musical gesture 

Articulated with a  
Long gaze a 
Long face 

Assent of theatrics or  
Increasing temerity or tiredness 

Consider lying down or another 
Means of rest 

Measure something 




Explore the history of an open wound 
That stretches from Moses to the ______ 

That great carcass of Jewishery 
That sour grape 

That thorn in side 
Marched three at once 

Towards the plank 
For a hundred years or so 

With a dog-eared book 
A wooden chair 

That silly mask of the dead 

Take each part in turn and redress 




Hit the warehouse and

Then produce two

Knifes

Hours after it began at

Midnight last friday at

The picket

25 minute line

Make these people local

8 living in a 3 rigged up

To heart-monitors

See who was working

Poor Eastern European
Girls

And who was not

Go home every night



A gradual advancement of our unavoidable 
Mechanisation until 
That to which we dispose  
That to which we tie a minor self 
Is squandered 
Is perhaps rent featureless or carved 
Into one of several rotating rhythms 
Given no precedence or perhaps 
Simply sunk into the widening folds 

A single, slow and penetrable wave 
A very long wheeze with only minor  
_____________ 



Five words 
Held up in chalk 

A mantra 

Dispersed kindly among 
Those willing  



Go (a poem for the lady at the back) 

Attempt to leave quietly so as to not disturb  
Your less eager neighbours potentially still  
Lost in reverent glow 
Potentiality still 
A state to which you also were compelled 
Once 
Or never tempted 
But perhaps chose instead 
Another path 



Weak 
Fallow bend 
An almost imperceivable 
Deviance 
From an otherwise ________ line 

Stutter 
Resout 

As if 
In act 
At least 

You still remember his name 



Something about how 
You imagined it would arrive 

With 

Wisdom 
Refrain 

But instead 
It's passage was marked only  

With 
Absence 

An immense tiredness such 
As you could not previously have imagined 



Some of the boxes 
For ten hours a day 

Fractured her spine that 

Must be lifted by 
Two persons 

Have printed on them 

But we have to 

Nearly five 

Not properly organised 

And there are areas 

Where the only way by 

Bending and twisting 

Years of unnecessary  
Legal torment  



A short reflection upon the fact 
That those on the outside 

Have as much right to be here as any of us that 
Their voices carry through walls and 

If they don't they should 

(I am not sure how you would put this to song but a good start 
Might be to  ask everyone to open a window) 



Stroke across the bow 
As if urging it to grow 

entirely of its own accord 



In the science museum of my youth 
There was a display consisting of 

A metal pot and an upside down hoover 

A beach ball 
Next to the pot was a big red button and 

When you pressed the button the  
Upside down hoover would fire the beach ball 

Into the air where it would 
Float for a few minutes before 

Crashing back down 

It was supposed to teach me about gravity 
but it all it taught me was that 
When you push big red buttons 

Beach balls go into the air



Consider passing out 
Such tools as wood 
Prompt a mutual 
Ringing 
A banging of heads 
A togetherness 

Assume autonomy 
Allow for passive or 
Half-baked holler 
Find new ways 

Of putting ______ at ease 



Measure something



Express in an entirely earnest manner your insurmountable 
Discomfort with the hoops and in doing so court the kind of 
Melodrama you have always hated in others the very worst sort 
Of applause inserted so as to indicate the amusing parts in 
Lieu of actual posterity or mirth a staggered clap that fails 

Even to feign __________ and instead simply casts the behaviour 
That follows as either an act or an incompetence such as should 
Be avoided at all costs by anyone who doesn't have to actually  

 Live with you  



Progress in such a manner that it is difficult to perceive 
Movement 

Ask them to progress in such a manner that it is difficult 
To perceive movement 

Articulate sense 



A walk across 
Chalk mines or sea 
Leaving black marks 
All along the wall 

In memorandum 

15 or so marks 
Not particularly complicated 

Easy on the _____ 
Each slightly different 
Each somehow the same 

Never really moving forward but 
Making some kind of progress 

Finding ourselves later 
Several hours older and 
Several miles from home 



Such independence as can be wrought 
From several voices 
From the same throat 
Grown up in the same house but 
Speaking in separate tongues 
Finding harmony in home  
The patterns in the ceiling 
The paint scheme 
The stories of a  
Shared youth 

As opposed to any 
Specific desire to sing in tune 

Perhaps left out at night 
By the bins 
Near the old ______ market 
Or similar antiquity 
A piece of history 
In front of which people now park their cars and 
Bury their dead



Demonstrate vulnerability 
Something to put them at ease 

Something to bring out the animals 
Perhaps a piece of 

Text 
To which they are abundantly familiar 

Stripped of its context and 
Handed to them while drunk 

I can't live if  
Living is without you 



(TEXT)*



Technology integrates
Well with sensible design

Good basic procedures
Making safer

Environments



Things you deem to be important to be  
More important than

Make a list of

Making a list

Find a means  
To explain

Things you deem to be important to being



Place gold 
In pile (circle) 

On floor 



A blade of 
grass from 
every park 



Post-script 
A gesture undertaken in the enactment of  

Potentiality  
With the underlying intention of  

Transcending physical or cognitive space 
  

Is a process of line-making


